The relevance of macroeconomic theory to the COST-PRICE IMPACTS analysis of economic behavior in the agricultural sector is a recurring theme in applied research in At least since the publication of Popkin's paper this area. On the one hand, it is possible to find outlining a pricing model based on stages of prothe view that the agricultural sector should be cessing, the idea of a "cost-push" method of treated in isolation as an independent market or price determination has been popular in agriculset of markets not subject to the influences of tural studies, both as a theoretical and as an emchanges in monetary and fiscal policy or (other) pirical tool. In general, models like Popkin's changes in aggregate demand and supply. On the argue that the price of a commodity at any point, other hand, it is also possible to find literal accepor stage, in its transformation from a raw, pritance of the usefulness of macroeconomics mary input to a finished product can be deterperhaps in the form of a particular version of the mined as the sum of its price at the immediately theory-with the controversial part surfacing in lower stage of processing, plus a cost factor to the particular view of macroeconomics and how reflect the value of resources expended in its it bears on (and is influenced by) agricultural transformation to its current form. Thus, a model markets. The fact that this dichotomy exists is of this form applied to the estimation of retail highlighted by the contrasting views expressed beef prices would include as right-hand-side recently by Breimyer (1981) and Tweeten. At variables such cost components as the carcass the same time that Breimyer advocated that price of beef, food sector wage rates, transporta-"'macro-economics should be struck from the tion costs, and other costs associated with the lexicon," Tweeten chose to devote his AAEA retail food industry similar to those included in Presidential address to a discussion of the impli-USDA's marketing bill. Recent research by cations of current developments in macroecoLamm, Lamm and Westcott, and Heien are nomic theory and policy for the agricultural secexamples of models based on Popkin's more tor; his particular emphasis is on the important general model of "cost-push" inflation. role of "supply-side" macroeconomics.
From a model that is implicitly of this form, The clear dichotomy of positions suggests it Tweeten argues that farmers face a cost-price may be appropriate to review problems of widely squeeze, because a general inflation, of an unacknowledged concern to agricultural econospecified origin, affects factor markets more mists and outline the potential insights that macquickly than output markets. In particular, he arroeconomic theory can contribute to the related gued that inflation increases the prices paid by research agenda. Three questions raised by farmers for fertilizer, fuel, and seed more quickly Tweeten are important, because their resolution than it increases the nominal prices received by is at the heart of the macro-micro nexus facing farmers for their produce. This differential in the the research of agricultural economists. These adjustment times of the nominal prices for facproblem areas are (1) inflation and what is often tors of production compared to outputs suggests labeled the "cost-price impact" faced by farmthere are short-run real price effects of inflation ers; (2) the behavior of capital markets or the that reduce the real income of farmers. But is this "cash-flow impact"; and, in passing, (3) the a reasonable scenario? At this point, we turn to a trend toward larger corporate farms, which is, largely definitional discussion of the role of inflaapparently, a result of the cost-price and cashtion, in any market, as a way of suggesting a flow impacts. In what follows, we address these research strategy that should improve (even) issues in the context of how and why the considmicro decisionmaking. eration of elements of macroeconomic theory is Assume for simplicity that we can invoke suchelpful in achieving a complete and consistent cessfully the Composite Goods Theorem and treatment of these topics in model development aggregate all commodities into either agricultural and estimation.
(A) or nonagricultural (NA) product groups. If
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we then construct some expenditure-weighted PA, PNA and, consequently, PAGG are the result of aggregate price index, based on the expenditure a common increase in all price levels; it is this shares of these two commodity groups in the portion of the change in PA and PNA, a neutral value of the economy's total output and their inincrease in all nominal prices, that is correctly dividual price indices, we can define an initial defined as "inflation." The remainder of the "market basket" of the two goods as: change in PA (and PNA) represents a change in relative prices caused by shifts in supply and de-PA* a + PNA* 3 mand conditions in the agricultural and nonagricultural markets, or caused by any differential where PA and PNA denote the prices of the agimpact inflation might have on the relative price ricultural and nonagricultural commodities and a itself. Of course, there may be some interaction and /3 represent their shares of total output. of a causal sort between the "inflation" compoAgain, for simplicity, set a = 0.2, 3 = 0.8 and nent and the "relative" component of any price give initial index values of 100 to PA and PNA. change, but it is important to realize that this is Thus, the value for the aggregate price index at an alleged effect-of a second order of magnithe base period is defined by:
tude in all probability-that could only be satisfactorily measured if the components themselves (0.2 * 100) + (0.8 * 100) = 20 + 80 = are correctly measured. 100 = PAGG.
Together, our definition of inflation and the foregoing discussion should clearly suggest that a Now, suppose the aggregate price index (PAGG) one-time increase in the price of an individual in period (t+ 1) takes the value of 130; the objeccommodity caused by isolated shifts in the suptive of a model of price determination for agriculply and/or demand functions in that market alone tural commodities is to explain, for a fixed, why is not correctly defined as inflation, because the (a * PA) decreases (let us say) from 20 to 15 at the change is neither sustained nor is it shared by a same time that an increase in the general price broad range of other commodities. Recognizing level is observed. To provide an explanation this distinction, it is clear that many of the events consistent with macroeconomic theory, it will be labeled as causes of inflation are merely one-time crucial to define inflation correctly, to outline its movements in relative prices caused by a shock causes, and to distinguish between nominal and to a particular market. Thus, for example, when real effects. The failure to recognize these factors Breimyer (1979) and others cite the ten-fold inleads both to a misleading analysis of the impacts crease in OPEC oil prices as an important cause of inflation and, not incidentally, to incorrect of inflation, they are on shaky ground for several (and therefore non-optimizing) microeconomic reasons. The most important reason is that the decisions. Indeed, to argue from particular prices price increases resulting from OPEC policy were to general inflation rates-as is often the casechanges in the relative price of oil and, patently, is liable to confuse relative prices and nominal need not have been accompanied by any adjustprices and to attribute inflation to "causes" ment of price levels unless the Federal Reserve which (may?) have no bearing on the actual responded with an expansionary monetary polevents leading to inflation. Without a distinction icy. Tweeten, in fact, comments on this and atbetween relative and nominal prices, it is just as tributes no more than 3 to 4 percent of the 1979 likely that the existence of inflation will be atinflation to OPEC-an estimate which others tributed to symptoms of the problem rather than (Berman, on an earlier period) would regard as to its causes. A further likely result is the use of excessive, perhaps because of Tweeten's use of a set of policies that deal in piecemeal fashion the CPI rather than the GNP deflator. This point with the consequences of inflation in individual is especially relevant to agricultural economists markets, but do not attack the underlying general who have often cited such factors as increasing cause of inflation. We classify Tweeten's beef prices as a cause of inflation when, in fact, supply-side "macroeconomics" admittedly this kind of price increase may well have a simple based on concern for a slightly different proband correct micro-economic interpretation. Of lem-as of the latter sort.
course the distinction between changes in real Inflation can be defined as a sustained upward and nominal values can be extended to any nummovement in nominal prices that is widely shared ber of relative price movements that are thereby the basic components of the (GNP) deflator.
fore called, incorrectly, causes of inflation inIn principle, returning to our example for a mosofar as they happen to exceed.the general rate of ment, we should note that it is possible to deinflation. compose the total price change from one time Having made these distinctions, the task reperiod to another into the sum of a change in the mains to define a mechanism that does tend to relative price of agricultural commodities and a raise all nominal prices (ceteris paribus). Exneutral change in the price levels of both the agplaining the cause of this movement is strictly the ricultural and nonagricultural commodity groupprovince of macroeconomic theory, because the ings. That is to say, a portion of the changes in analysis of behavior in individual markets pro-vides no insight into how all prices may rise siincreased the nominal price levels of both agmultaneously at approximately the same rate.
ricultural and nonagricultural commodities.' To For an analysis of this question, it is necessary to the extent that inflation is neutral, the existence incorporate money into the model. Our introducof inflation, by itself, should not result in a tion of money, then, is consistent with Milton shrinking differential between nominal farm inFriedman's axiom that "inflation is always and come and the nominal cost of producing a given everywhere a monetary phenomenon." Howlevel of output. Instead, the "cost-price" impact ever, this is not equivalent to saying that the of concern to agricultural producers occurs when Federal Reserve, the branch of government rethe relative prices of farm commodities decrease sponsible for money creation in the United in relation to the costs of factors of production. States, initiates or controls every episode of inBut a decline in net farm income from these flation. Instead, the monetary explanation of insources has little to do with inflation. Shifts in the flation only implies that money creation is the supply function for oil and oil-derivative factors sole known stimulus that can occur continuously (such as some fertilizers) and shifts in the dewithout upper bounds on its quantity. This is immand function for crop land have increased the portant because nominal price levels must inrelative prices of these inputs and raised the relacrease as inflation. Because all other stimuli such tive cost of producing some agricultural comas those associated with expansionary fiscal modities. On the output side of the market, relapolicies or "cost-push" price increases resulting tive increases in the supplies of farm produce from labor demands for higher wages cannot or have tended to reduce the relative prices redo not occur continuously without at least an acceived by farmers. The combined effect of these commodating monetary expansion, the rate of supply and demand shifts within individual margrowth of the money supply will always be dikets has adversely affected the real income posirectly related to the rate of change in the aggretion of the agricultural sector relative to that of gate price level.
nonagricultural producers. But, as the analysis The proposition that inflation is solely a monedemonstrates, a recognition of the sources of tary phenomenon is, of course, an implication of movements in real and nominal prices does not the quantity theory of money. In its traditional place the blame for a "cost-price impact" on an form, the quantity theory relies on the relation episode of inflation. between money and output. In particular, in the absence of changes in velocity, a society growing in real terms will require steadily increasing real THE CASH FLOW IMPACT money balances. Any excessive growth of nominal money balances will, says the theory, spill
The cash flow question facing the agricultural over into the price level, producing inflation. The sector centers, generally, on two issues. First, explanation of the latter revolves around the the question arises concerning whether farming causes of the excessive production of money, operations of different sizes have equal access to and these can be characterized as monetarist or capital; this issue will be important later in our nonmonetarist. As things stand, it is our judgdiscussion of the trend away from the family ment that the nonmonetarist explanations (prifarm toward a smaller, concentrated number of marily dealing with (other) changes in aggregate large producers. The second cash flow issue condemand) are not strongly supported by the data.
cerns the growing volume of debt that is then In contrast, a considerable body of empirical used to finance investment in agricultural land. evidence supports the monetary linkage implied
In this case, the appreciated value of land purby the quantity theory. Support can be found in chased is unrealized until the land is sold at its studies by Mehra, Berman, and Lucus. The latter higher market value and constitutes a cash drain notes that "both the inflation and the high interon the investor. To outline the role of macroest rates of the 1970s are well accounted for by economic theory in an analysis of these questhe quantity theory or, to put the same point tions, it will first be necessary to review briefly backwards, any nonmonetary explanation of how nominal interest rates are determined. Then, these trends would lead to large unexplained deby using an example provided by Gardner, we viations from the relationships depicted [by the can use this prototypical cash flow problem to data]" (p. 103).
indicate areas in which macroeconomic theory In light of the foregoing discussion, it should provides insights into the relationships between be clear that the "cost-price impact" affecting capital markets and economic behavior in the agfarmers is the result of two market phenomena ricultural sector. that have been occurring simultaneously over re-
The discussion of interest rates requires the cent years. On the one hand, a monetary-induced distinction between real and nominal rates of inflation (quite possibly neutral in its impact) has interest. The real rate of interest can be defined i Relative gains in land values are often cited in neutrality arguments as evidence that inflation is not neutral in its impacts. However, when making such arguments, it must be recognized that land holdings and their debt financing are influenced in large part by tax laws, which offer deductions for interest payments and tax-free capital gains for some land sales. Thus, it is likely that relative gains by land values during an episode of inflation owe largely to the special treatment of land under existing tax laws.
as
do not need rational expectations, and our compatently, determined by market conditions; it is ments apply to any general forecasting scheme, also unobservable, at least directly. The nominal whether it produces the best results or not. rate of interest given in a relationship developed Let us, then, consider Gardner's illustration of by Irving Fisher states: the cash flow problem that results from any positive rate of inflation. In the example, a farmer .e with $100,000 in equity from land holdings dei= r + p cides to purchase 200 acres of additional land at a P price of $1,500 per acre, or $300,000 in additional where r is the real rate of interest, and the secod cost. The expected real rate of return on all of the where r is the real rate of interest, and the second land is 3 percent and the current and expected term measures the expected (percentage) rate of land 3 percent and the current and expected future rate of inflation is 6 percent. Thus, he seinflation. If capital is expected to earn a real return of 3 percent and lenders expect a rate of cures a $300,000 loan at a nominal interest rate of inflation equal to 6 percent, the minimum value 9 percent. If we assume that the expected real rate of return is fixed at 3 percent for all future of the nominal interest rate that they will require periods, it is clear that the land buyer expects a on a loan is 3 + 6 = 9 percent. While it is difficults i s s to test directly the validity of the Fisher relation rate of inflation greater than equal to perempirically because both right-hand variables are cent, whi the seller expects the rate of inflation to be no more than 6 percent. 2 unobservable directly, a considerable body of no orethan 6 percent. empirical evidence-and casual observationBy performing ex post rate of return calculaempirical evidence-and casual observation-.-stonl suppos it a tions on the farmer-investor's situation after one strongly supports its validity (see Fisher for a survey).
year of owning and using the land, Gardner prosurvey) .
The tions in nominal interest rates (in recent years) Total return: $ 9,000 result from fluctuations in actual-and therefore expected-inflation rates. As such, farmers makThe total return of $9,000 represents a market ing investment decisions must accurately forerate of return of 9 percent on the farmer's cast the rate of inflation over the relevant horizon $100,000 equity; all estimates ignore the effects of their investment. That is to say, if a farmer of compounding. were to make a personal forecast of 6 percent The cash flow "problem" results because the inflation next year and secure a one-year loan at $24,000-return generated by a 6-percent increase what he thought was a fair nominal interest rate in the total value of all land holdings will not be of (3 + 6) = 9 percent, his decision will produce a realized until the land is actually sold. In this real dollar loss to him if the rate of inflation is case, the farmer has an accounting return of anything less than 6 percent during that year. It is $9,000, but his net, realized cash return for the also obvious that the gains to the individual inyear is (12,000 -27,000) or -$15,000 after the vestor are considerable, if he makes the forecast return from land appreciation is deducted. This of this component accurately. To do so, he ought deficit will be even larger if the farmer also atto use all of the information available to him, tempts to repay some of the loan principal during relative to what actually determines inflation; in this year. The farmer will suffer an even greater this event, he will be forming his expectations cash flow shortage if an unanticipated policy of "rationally" as the foregoing suggests would monetary restraint reduces the rate of inflation, be in his interest-and will achieve the maximum and subsequently, the rate of appreciation of land possible gain (under the circumstances). Of values below 6 percent (it would not affect his course, it is our contention that the quality of his loan interest rate unless he took out a short term decision will be adversely affected if he fails to loan). Apparently, the farmer's cash flow deficit include the (macroeconomic) monetary stimulus requires that he deal with the problem by assumto inflation and relies solely on information about ing an additional debt burden (based on his gain relative prices. This, at least, is what both the in nominal wealth holdings), or that he increases theoretical and empirical literature on rational his equity with income from other sources like off-farm employment. Of course, it is a situation evaluation of costs and benefits at the margin and he may well have foreseen when he undertook that they make these decisions based on expectathe loan in the first place, because all the cards tions that are formed (approximately) rationally. (except the actual capital gain) were on the table These assumptions are stated here to make it at that time. 3 clear that one needs to distinguish among the opThe cause of the cash flow situation is, approxtimizing behavior of farmers that is possible in imately, the existence of expected inflation and perfectly functioning competitive markets, nonthe resulting differential between nominal and optimal behavior in competitive markets, and opreal rates of interest. This can be shown by retimizing behavior in non-competitive markets. stating the previous example with the rate of inThat is to say, it is necessary for analysts to isoflation set equal to zero: as a result, i = r = 3 late one set of situations in which market imperpercent. In this case, the farmer secures the fections affect farm behavior adversely and an-$300,000 loan at a market rate of interest of 3 other set of adverse circumstances created by the percent. During the first year of use in producnon-optimal behavior of farmers in uncontion, the land yields a rate of return also equal to strained, competitive markets. In the case of the 3 percent, but does not appreciate the nominal former, specific policies directed at the resoluvalue. After one year, the farmer's balance sheet tion of specific market imperfections may be jusfor his land acquisition reads:
tified. However, if adverse situations are solely the result of farmers' lack of response to signals Current income from provided by competitive markets including land in production $12,000 [.03 * (100,000 + 300,000)] signals about ongoing inflation-policy intervenIncrease in land value o tion will not be justified.
Interest cost -9,000 [.03 * 300,000] By assuming rationality in forecasting, we Total return:
argue that it is unreasonable to suppose that farmer-investors are unaware of the cash flow The total return is now a market rate of 3 perproblem prior to their decision to expand their cent, based on the farmer's $100,000 equity operations. Likewise, it is inconsistent with the value. But no cash flow shortage occurs, because assumptions of rational behavior that farmers do all returns from the land acquisition are realized not perceive some risk factor in their calculated in full in the current period and are not deferred belief of land value appreciation at a rate of at as "paper gains" until the land is sold. As the least 6 percent (in our example). If farmers were example suggests, the existence of expected into be observed making decisions contrary to this flation, which causes nominal interest rates to assumed behavior, the cash flow problem would increase, creates a financial management probnot be the result of market imperfections, but of lem for farmers. This is a "problem" to those mistakes in judgment. In the latter case, it does farmers who do not correctly anticipate the mix not appear that public policy should be directed of gains implicit in any particular loan contract.
toward protecting the farmer from the results of However, the observed pervasiveness of the his own forecasting errors any more than policy cash flow problem within the farm sector has led should protect the investor in the stock market some analysts to go further and ask if there are who leverages his portfolio at something greater characteristics of capital markets that prethat prevent or than the prime rate in anticipation of capital hinder the acquisition of additional debt by farmgains, and runs out of cash before the capital ers to finance their "paper gains" from increased gains turn up. land values. Then, too, are cash flow deficits a
We are left, then, with two legitimate causes of problem only for farm operations of certain a cash flow problem. On the one hand, if farmers sizes? Is the problem rooted in a set of unique are aware of their forthcoming need to assume characteristics that distinguish the financial manadditional debt to finance the unrealized gains agement problems of farming operations from accruing to appreciated land values, the "probthose of firms in the nonagricultural sector? Filem" might be that such loans are just not availnally, what policies, if any, might one employ to able or are available only to some farmers (preassist farmers who (apparently) find themselves sumably, the large-scale operations). That is, if short of cash? farmers are aware of the cash flow problem, their Before we turn our attention to these quesinability to assume additional debt may well be tions, we repeat several assumptions that are the the result of imperfections in the capital market. basis not only of this analysis, but of much of On the other hand, if farmers are able to acquire standard economic theory. These assumptions additional financing based on their increased are that farmers make decisions based on an equity from appreciating land values, a problem could result if farmers made systematic errors in their liquid assets in this way. That is to say, their forecasts of future rates of inflation, perunless a self-financed project is expected to bear haps because macroeconomic policy is not easy a yield higher than the return obtainable elseto predict. In this case, farmers might decide to where-including lending money to other farmexpand on the basis of a decision calculus that ers-the project should not be undertaken. provides a correct analysis subject to the data available at the time of their investments. Thus, Forecasting Farmers' Errors the inability of farmers to forecast accurately fu-A f f Another problem for farmers considering an ture rates of inflation, or, alternatively, the systematic forecasting errors of farmers, is another expansion or the assumption of additional debt is tematic forecasting errors of farmers, is another . . . I the possibility of error in their forecasts of inflapossible source of the cash flow problem. We possible source of the cash flow *problem. We tion. As our earlier example illustrated, if realnow address the likelihood of finding such mar-.
ow address the ikehood offindiized inflation is less than its expected value at the ket imperfections in practice. time a fixed interest loan is acquired, the total rate of return on the investment will be less than Differential Access to Capital the nominal market rate of interest. Thus, the Implicit in Tweeten's discussion of the cash existing cash flow situation will be exacerbated flow problem is the often-voiced concern that by the "failure" of farm equity to appreciate at a loans will not be available to farmers for the rate sufficient to yield at least a market rate of financing of additional debt on increased equity return. But are these forecasting errors a market values, or, if such money is available, it will genimperfection? Are they associated with the decierally be available only to large-scale farm operasions of all farmers and farm operations of all tions. If the argument is made that only the large sizes? Are they made systematically over time? farm operations will be able to manage a cash If farmers are rational economic agents and flow squeeze, this differential access to capital make decisions within a rational expectations will likely "accelerate [the trend] toward farmframework, the answer to each of these quesland ownership and operation by part-time farmtions is "No." To review the argument briefly, it ers, corporate conglomerates and established, is rational for all economic agents to acquire inwealthy commercial farms (Tweeten, p. 860) ." formation relevant to a decision until the marginHowever, the question to be answered is whethal benefit of additional information is equal to the er the observed trend toward fewer and larger cost of its acquisition. But information is not a farms is the result of imperfections in the capital free good and, therefore, it will not be rational (or market that deny additional equity-based debt to even possible) to collect all information that some or all farmers, or if the trend is the natural could affect a given decision. As Stigler argues, outcome of competitive behavior in uncon-"information costs are the costs of transportastrained competitive markets, possibly subject to tion from ignorance to omniscience, and seldom unexploited economies of scale or technological can a trader afford to take the entire trip change that favors larger size operations. We (p. 291)." Since it is neither rational nor possible hope that it is abundantly clear that we feel the to acquire perfect knowledge to forecast likely latter two factors are the likely ones. economic behavior, uncertainty will exist and Certainly it is true that some firms cannot forecasting errors will be made. Hart has called afford to finance projects at current market rates uncertainty a market imperfection, and those of interest; on the other hand, if a farm operator who advocate policies to reduce the risk faced by actually can afford to pay the market interest rate farmers under inflation apparently share his view and the money actually is available to lend, why of how markets should function. However, as would a lender refuse his loan unless a risk difStigler replies, calling uncertainty a market imferential, associated with different prospective perfection is akin to saying that "it is an imperborrowers, exists? The failure to lend to somefection in a wheat seed that it does not grow into one who wants to borrow at the going rate may nicely baked bread (p. 289)." well reflect the quality of the collateral and other
We can see the reason for this by referring (relevant) characteristics of the borrower-facagain to our assumption of rational decisionmaktors of relevance to a lender-which do not ing. For such arguments as Hart's to be valid, it imply discrimination. Indeed, if this were the must be stated that either borrowers or lenders case, the capital market still would be functionhave the better market information and can foreing perfectly, and it would be more appropriate cast future economic behavior more accurately. to define the capital acquisition problem as a reIf this were true, the party with better informasult of an incorrect assessment by farm operators tion could systematically "exploit" the other of the rate of interest at which they could obtain traders by engaging in a form of arbitrage. That additional financing, rather than as a policyis, this party could acquire funds at the market inspiring imperfection. Similar comments apply rate, reinvest at what it knows will yield a higher to the alleged ability of large-scale operators to rate of return, and pocket the difference between self-finance, because even large farm operators these two rates. While uncertainty and forecastface opportunity costs associated with the use of ing errors are likely to create such possibilities in the short run, a policy-inducing market imperfecon better information and gain a competitive adtion would not exist unless this situation were an vantage in the capital market, but certainly that is ongoing and systematic operation. However, the what one must argue (and prove) if the "disassumption of rational behavior generally rules crimination" case is to stick. In sum, the cash out this possibility, because it is unlikely that the flow problem is not a problem if farmers behave economic agents who have a vested interest in as rational economic agents and base decisions to the market in question will not learn from experiexpand or acquire debt on a correct assessment ence and alter their behavior accordingly.
of costs and benefits at the margin. Of course, The final result is that there is no particular these costs include an assessment of future inflareason to expect that larger farms make decisions tion rates-and that involves macroeconomics.
